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South Dakota is currently witnessing a revolutionary change in its 
elevator-farm supply industry. Technology applied in all phases of the 
industry -- production, processing, and distribution -- has had an impact 
upon the structure of the industry. 
Some of the changes taking place within the industry have been 
fostered by changes in other sectors of the economy. Employment 
opportunities and increasing wage rates have provided many marginal 
firm operators more favorable alternatives outside the elevator-farm 
supply business. Simultaneously, economic growth has encouraged new 
investments in larger grain handling and farm supply firms, thus hasten­
ing the adoption of technological developments. These developments 
together with the trend toward fewer farms, new production and market­
ing methods, and a revised transportation system have resulted in a 
thir·ty-three percent decline in country elevators for the period 1960 
to 1968.1 A continuation of these trends is expected with an eventual 
2 need for only a third of the present number of elevators forseen. 
1Albert E. Raeder, "Some Factors Affecting the Growth of Grain 
Elevators in South Dakota" (unpublished Master of Science thesis, 
South Dakota State University, 1970), p. 1 .  
2 Raeder, Ibid . , p. 65. 
1 
2 
Impending change is presaged by the nature of the industry and in 
the weakness of participant firms. Low margin commodities and a system of 
near perfect competition occasion impaired income potentials, suscepti­
bility to market fluctuation, and diminished operating autonomy. 
Facilities are often obsolete and incapable of contending with peak harvest 
loads, though idle for non-harvest seasons.3 Many units survive only 
because of undepreciated capital or fail to possess the financial capital 
vital to a process of growth and modernization. 
What is apparent is a state of flux arising from the supplanting 
of small marginal units by fewer, large, sophisticated operations. 
Acquisition and dissolution are stimulating increased concentration of 
assets and providing for expanded ·volumes and varieties of services, 
The ultimate product of this process is a more complex and competitive 
firm which requires additional entrepeneurship but promises new efficien­
cies and qualities of service. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Recognizing the imminent struggle for exis_tence, the industry 
needs a quantitative model that could assist merging farm supply firms 
in selecting activity combinations. 
�ilton L .  Manuel and Richard L .  Epard, An Economic Analysis and 
Recommendations for Improving the Management of Kansas Grain Cooperatives 
(Kansas State University of Agriculture and Applied Science, B. 497, 




Given this problem, the study has a two-fold objective. First, 
it must determine the justification and merits of merger. Second, it 
must construct a model capable of assisting merging farm supply firms 
in designing services and allocating resources. The.model is to be 
sufficiently flexible to be used throughout the State, by different 
enterprises, in different time periods. Employing data readily avail­
able in audits and interviews, it should be able to simulate revenue, 
cost, and profit responses to alternative business combinations and 
product offerings. 
DATA A..�D PROCEDURE 
1. Twelve elevators together with federal, state, and university 
sources furnished all data for computing regression estimated sales 
growth coefficients, sales densities, and the proportion of State 
fertilizer sales in bulk and bag. 
2. Elevator fixed cost figures were correlated to net fixed 
assets and were compiled from a sample of twenty elevators. 
3 .  Elevator variable cost coefficients were gleaned from South 
Dakota, Indiana, 4 and Illinois studies,5 weighted in dollars and adjusted 
through indices to account for time and geographic differences. 
4Terry Yu-Hsien Yu, "Analysis of Factors Affecting the Optimum Size 
and Number of Country Elevators in Indiana" (unpublished doctoral 
dissertation, Purdue University, 1967). 
5 
D. A .  Storey and R .  A. Gillfillan, Illinois Country Elevator 
Organization and Operation (University of Illinois Agricultural Experiment 
Station, B. 702, August, 1964). 
4 
4. Utilization cost coefficients and component items for the 
elevator variable distribution component were taken from a Purdue 
University study. 6 Associated numerical values for components were 
gathered by interviewing a South Dakota elevator manager, and the inter­
view values were subsequently compared to regional figures to assure 
7 representativeness. 
5. Test data for the elevator model were fornished by five 
merging elevator-farm supply combinations. 
6. A request for the firm's annual statement to patrons together 
with a questionnaire were mailed to eighty-eight South Dakota petroleum 
cooperatives • . From the return twenty-seven units were used to give a 
thirty-one percent sample. 
7. Petroleum cost coefficients were computed from sample data by 
the use of multiple regression, and sales growth coefficients were com­
puted from historical data by simple linear regression. 
8. Test data for the petroleum model were furnished by three 
merging petroleum units. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Merger is technically defined to mean the absorption of one or 
more existing firms into another existing firm, while consolidation is 
6Terry Yu-Hsien Yu, loc. cit. 
7 Farmers Cooperative Service, United States Department of Agricul-
ture, Motor Truck Operating Costs of Farmers Cooperatives (General Report 
121, 1961). 
defined to mean the unification of two or more enterprises into a new 
enterprise. Hereafter, merger and consolidation are synonomous and 
interchangeable. 
5 
Merger may be accomplished in three fashions: horizontal, verti­
cal, and conglomerate. Horizontal merger is the combination of firms 
marketing competitive products; vertical merger is the consolidation of 
firms supplying products that display functional relationships; and 
conglomerate merger is the union of firms providing neither competitive 
or functionally related products. It is with horizontal merger that this 
study is primarily concerned. �-
Firms involved in merger display three costs. One is fixed cost, 
a cost dependent upon the scale of the firm's investment. A second is 
variable cost, and it is that cost which is a positive function of the 
level of sales. And the third is variable distribution cost, the cost 
incurred by -the firm in delivering sales to the consumer. The sum of 
these three costs subtracted from gross operating revenue, the value added 
portion of sales plus service revenue originating with a firm' s operation, 
yield net operating profit. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In surveying literature on the elevator industry, three studies 
concerned with characteristics and trends were especially noteworthy. 
One study by Albert Raeder detailed many of the attributes of successful 
. 8 
and unsuccessful elevator operations. Utilizing statistical analysis, 
8 Raeder, loc. cit. 
6 
Raeder drew inferences from operating policies, service offerings, 
trade areas, and annual bushels handled to project the number and charac­
teristics of future firms. In the second study Warren Track constructed 
five operations representative of the current elevator industry and 
five model elevators for the 1980's. 9 He had earlier supplemented this 
effort with an economic engineering study in which he broke down costs on 
10 an activity basis for five model elevator operations. 
With reference to merger, four studies were significant. 
Holloway, from a sample of Minnesota firms, detailed many of the motives 
for union, 11 while Garoian and Cramer reviewed the success of consolidated 
firms in fulfilling their motives for merger. 12 Using accounting data 
and a case study approach, Meyers in the third study intensively 
investigated the operations of five Colorado cooperatives to suggest ways 
in which the firms could cooperate to improve their viability. 13 
9warren L. Trock, Trends and Prospective Develooments in Grain 
Elevator Operations (Montana Agricultural Experiment Station, B. 596, 
April, 1965) . 
10 ____ , Costs of Grain Elevator Operations in the Spring 
Wheat Area (Montana Agricultural Experiment Station, February, 1965). 
11Robert J. Holloway, Mergers in Minnesota (Minneapolis: Graduate 
School of Business Administration, University of Minnesota, 1970). 
12 Leon Garoian and Gail Cramer, Cooperative Mergers: Their Objec-
tives, Success, and Impact on Growth (Oregon State University Agricultural 
Experiment Station, B. 605, February, 1969). 
13walter M. Meyers, "Analysis of Five Eastern Colorado Coopera­
tives" (unpublished Master of Science thesis, Colorado State University, 
1969). 
7 
A fourth ex post facto case study was conducted by the Farmers Cooperative 
Service.14 In this study the Farmers Cooperative Service concluded that 
"combining volume, assets, and other resources does not immediately 
guarantee improved results or always justify new, expanded facilities . "15 
Additionally, the evaluation of the success of mergers may be influenced 
by the time of the study or prevailing economic climates. 
Literature relevant to costs and revenues of elevator-oil opera­
tions in the North Central Region was less plentiful than literature on 
the broader topics of merger and industry trends .  For this reason the 
author relied heavily on two studies . One study, a doctoral dissertation 
by Terry Yu-Hsien Yu, devised a computer program for determining least-
cost corrhinations for elevators . 16 Regression analysis was used to 
estimate both plant and activity cost functions . The -organization of 
these cost functions and certain of the coefficients proved instru­
mental in the author's own cost equations . The other work, an 
Illinois study, developed two multiple linear regression equations: 
one relating cost to dollar sales and the other for measuring 
14Farmers Cooperative Service, United States Department of Agri­
culture, Results and Methods of Four Mergers by Local Supply Co-ops 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, Research Report No. 8, 
January, 1970) . 
15Farmers Cooperative Service, Ibid . ,  p. v .  
16Terry Yu-Hsien Yu, loc. cit . 
operating revenue responses to changes in component dollar 
17 sales. 
17storey and Gillfillan, loc. cit. 
8 
CHAPTER II 
ALTERNATIVES TO AND THE MERITS OF MERGER 
ALTERNATIVES 
Merger is no panacea. Historical evidence indicates "that coopera­
tives which merged to improve patron services, to increase barriers to 
entry, to obtain additional facilities, or to diversify their operations 
generally achieved their objectives."18 However, "attempts to gain market 
power failed because of changes in technology, supply responses of 
19 producers, and the structure of the market. " Only too often merger 
was a hasty, inappropriate move that wrought the substitution of one weak 
enterprise for many, and it was an action which spotty success compared 
unfavorably to other alternatives. Additionally, objective judgment on 
the success of a merger is clouded by available alternatives and the 
difficulties of a reorganization adjustment. 
Merger is only one possible approach by which to attain an optimum 
size and proroote growth. Internal growth may be equally feasible. In 
a study that compared growth rates of local cooperatives, there was found 
to be no significant difference between rates characterizing internal or 
external growth.2 0  Federation, a third method, is more flexible than 







merger, yet it allows the benefits of cooperation without permanent 
involvement. Moreover, federation may provide invaluable experience 
in precedence to an ultimate merger. 
10 
With this introduction to merger and alternative practices, the 
objective of this chapter is to detail the merits of consolidation. To 
do this, an examination of potential implications as they bear upon the 
three categories of market structure and income potential, cost and 
production potential, and financial position is conducted. 
MARKET STRUCTURE AND INCOME POTENTIAL 
Merger occasions a revision of market structure. With a reduction 
in competition, firms become less vulnerable to competitive practices, and 
they become better able to predict annual sales and market responses. 
Firm demand is less elastic with fewer competitors and increased consumer 
reliance. By virtue of both increased size and a revised market structure, 
the consolidated firm commands greater bargaining power in determining 
prices paid and received. 
A second consequence rests in the revised trade area. Overlapping 
trade areas may be reduced with potential increases in the density of 
sales. Selection of activity sites possessing superior access to con­
sumers, suppliers, and transportation outlets is facilitated. And 
previously.competitive territorial advertising becomes complementary, 
thereby effecting possible increases in demand confronted by the firm. 
A third consequence is an improved income potential. The consoli­
dated firm is the benefactor of an expanded, diversified sales base with 
11 
greater uniformity of arnings. Reliance upon particular product groups 
or geographic locations is diminished, and seasonal income variations 
are stabilized. Growth potentials are enhanced with an expansion of 
services and with the distribution of new products through existing 
channels. Credit controls may be tightened and unprofitable lines dis­
continued without fear of the serious loss of consumer patronage. 
COST AND PRODUCTION POTENTIAL 
For the purnose of analys is, the "Cost and Production Potential" 
classification has been subdivided into three categories: e conomies of 
labor and management, economies of procurement, and economies of utiliza­
tion and operation. 
Economies of labor and management are affected by merger. -Post­
merger labor is equipped with better resources, and selective employment 
policies subsequent to union yield higher per capita labor productivities. 
The probability of increased productivity is enhanced by potentials for 
greater specialization and improved job matching. Furthermore, the large 
concern can better reward productivity and stimulate incentive through a 
super ior system of wages, fr inge benefits, and bonuses. This superior 
system of wa�es, benefits, and bonuses reduces turnover and creates a 
more experienced, contented, and productive labor force. 
The same reasoning applies to management. A consolidated firm that 
displays prosperity and potential is more successful in attracting and 
retaining qualified management. 
12 
Second, merger lowers per unit cost by effecting economies of 
procurement and distribution. Low cost additions to products and services 
are enabled through newly acquired distribution channels, and transporta­
tion costs are reduced with new potentials for convenient, centralized 
locations of plants and activities. 
Third, merger effects economies of utilization and operation. 
Operating control and planning may be improved, and inefficient facilities 
may be eliminated with assurances of sufficient capacity to manage any 
probable sales volume. 
The process of specialization, concentration, and modernization 
which grows from merger improves productivity and lowers per unit cost. 
These lower per unit costs are achieved by several methods. 
Management is centralized, and administrative costs are reduced. Overhead 
and per unit costs are lowered with the replacement of obsolete facilities 
by fewer, more productive units. One fully-utilized unit is more efficient 
to operate than two similar under-utilized units. Additional reductions 
may be forthcoming through complementary economies of volume, integration 
of services, and volume price discounts for inputs. 
The effect of merger upon economies of utilization and operation 
may be graphically portrayed by the use of cost curves. In Figure II-1 
the expanded capital base permits the consolidated firm to operate at a 
lower point along the long-run average cost function. The firm is achiev­
ing economies of scale as it traces the function in its attempt to attain 
an optimum size at point C and short-run average cost curve three. In 
Figure II-2 merg�r affects the locus and lie of the average cost curve. 
Cheaper inputs and greater efficiency create a downward shift in the 
Figure II-1 
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14 
average cost function, average cost curve two. Given the substi-
tution of more specialized and productive resources, the cost curve 
not only shifts downward, but it may assume a changed locus. Average 
cost curve three depicts a different initial decrease along the negative 
slope and illustrates a potential effect of the substitution of more 
efficient capital. 
FINANCIAL 
The third category is financial position. Consolidation enhances 
the firm's attractiveness as a source of investment, improves its credit 
rating, and usually lowers the cost of its borrowed funds. The expanded 
capital base provides for a more plentiful source of future internal 
financing. The combined impact of these effects improves the firm's 
marginal efficiency of investment and enables the firm to undertake 
higher risk - higher return investments. 
A second financial benefit rests in increased operating flexibility. 
The post-merger firm has improved access to greater volumes of working 
capital. This increased flexibility may be used in pursui.ng economies 
of volume and in stimulating growth in net worth. Additionally, the 





The two preceding chapters were devoted to setting forth the 
problems faced by the elevator-farm s upply industry and in portraying 
the merits of a successful consolidation . The purpose of this chapter 
is to develop a model that will assist merging elevator-oil firms in 
selecting feasible plant-activity combinations. To accomplish this, 
two time profit equations were constructed: one for the elevator-farm 
supply operations and one for the petroleum operation. 
THE ELEVATOR EQUATION 
Gross Operating Revenue 
Gross operating revenue is the sum of the gross sales margin plus 
service income, fertilizer spreading income, and salvage income. It is 
the value-added income created by the operation of the elevator to cover 
operating cost and produce a profit. 
In the construction of the equation, all commodity s ales were 
classified into four categories: grain, feed, fertilizer, and other 
merchandise. Each category was multiplied by its gross margin to yield 
the value-added income originating with that commodity's s ale.21 To 
21Gross margins were either computed from realized figures or were 
based upon a six percent for grain, fifteen percent for feed, seventeen 
percent for fert{lizer, and twenty percent for other merchandise. 
15 
16 
the sum of commodity gross margins were added service income, fertilizer 
spreading income, and salvage income to give gross operating income. 
Income components grew at different rates. Using State and sample 
time series data, the least-squares technique estimated growth coefficients 
for all commodity and service revenue components. These coefficients were 
percentages obtained by dividing absolute changes by time associated 
expected values. 
Go = base year grain sa�es 
F = 
0 
base year feed sales 
Q = base year fertilizer sales � 
0 
X = base year other merchandise sales 
0 
s = base year service income 
SP
0 
= base year spreading income 
sv = salvage income from the sale of non-transferable net fixed 
assets 22 
GMG = gross margin on grain sales 
GMF = gross margin on feed sales 
GMQ = gross margin on fertilizer sales 
GMX = gross margin on other merchandise sales 
GCG grain sales 23 growth coefficient 
GCF = feed sales growth coefficient 
GCQ fertilizer sales 
24 growth coefficient 
22 Salvage income is thirty percent of book value for non-transferable 
net fixed assets. 
23Growth'coefficients are found in Table IV-3 in Chapter IV. 
24 Spreading revenue grows at the s·ame rate as fertilizer sales. 
GCX = other merchandise sales growth coefficient 
GCS = service income growth coefficient 
t = time period in question 
e = elevator in question 
GORet = gross operating revenue for elevator e in period t 
a GMG(G
0 
+ GCG • t • G
0
) + GMF (F
0 










+ GCX• t • X
0
) + 
(S + GCS• t • S) + (SP + GCQ • t • SP) + SV 
0 0 0 O 
17 
The income earning activities of any unit necessarily incur operat­
ing expense. The first component of this expense is fixed cost. Fixed 
cost is the expense levied on the possession of income enabling assets, 
and it is a cost which is sustained regardless of the size of a unit's 
income. Further, fixed cost shows a high correlation to net fixed assets, 
a possible measurement of operating capacity. 
To determine the expected fixed cost component, twenty firms 
were surveyed and divided into four net fixed asset categories . Fixed 
costs were totaled and averaged for all firms in each category to give 
an expected fixed cost. 
FC' = FC' FC' FC3', FC' n l' 2' 4 
FCi a expected fixed cost for elevators having less than 
$75,000 in net fixed assets 
FC2 • expected fixed cost for elevators having net fixed 
assets between $75, 000 and $150, 000 
18 
FC' a expected fixed cost for elevators having net fixed assets 
3 
between $150, 000 and $250,000 
FC' = expected fixed cost for elevators having net fixed assets 
4 
between $250,000 and $350,000 
If an elevator discontinued an activity and transferred its 
responsibility to another unit, the discontinuing unit experienced a 
net fixed asset decrease equal to the sum of the depreciated and trans­
ferred activity associated net fixed assets. The activity acquiring 
elevator experienced an addition to net fixed assets equal to the trans­
fer. 
Because fixed cost was assumed to be some function of the level 
of net fixed assets� the net fixed asset change for each uni� wn11 ln coo 
an associated change in expected fixed cost. To measure the expected 
fixed cost change for each category, a polynomial function was fitted to 
the observed net fixed asset - fixed cost data. The first derivative was 
taken at each category's expected net fixed assets to determine that 
category's fixed cost response. 
With the computation of category response rates, the fixed cost 
portion of the total cost function takes the form: 25 
FC n 
= FC' + ERC (CNFA) 
n n 
= realized fixed cost for elevator n 
= expected rate of fixed cost change for category n 
25 Expected fixed costs and fixed cost response rates are given in 
Table IV-3 in Chapter IV. 
19 
ERC = expected rate o f  f ixed cost change for  elevators having 
1 
less than $ 75 , 000 in net f ixed assets 
ERC2 
= expected rate o f  f ixed cost change for elevators having 
net f ixed assets between $ 75, 000 and $ 150,000 
ERC3 = expected rate of f ixed cost change for elevators having 
net f ixed assets between $150,000 and $250, 000 
ERC
4 
= expected rate o f  f ixed co st change for  elevators having 
net f ixed assets between $250,000 and $ 350,000 
CNFA = realized change in net f ixed ass·ets. 
Accelerated Depreciation Cost 
This is  a cost levied on the discontinued activity's non-trans-
ferablc net f ixed assets.  It ·was computed per annum by totaling the 
af fected non-trans ferable net f ixed assets, multiplying the total by 
sixty-five percent, and dividing the product by the number of  time periods. 
For this study ac celerated depreciation cost was a constant f igure for 
each year of  the p rojection. 
Variable Cost 
The third component o f  total cost i s  variable cost. It is  the 
function o f  cost response to changes in constituent dollar sales . 
Di f ficulties in estimation and a high coef f icient o f  multiple determina­
tion necessitated the depiction o f  variable cost in a multiple-linear 
form. 
· All · variable cost coefficients were positive and less than one. 
These fractional values demons trate the direct, less than one change in 
20 
the dependent variable in response to changes in any of five independent 
26  
variables. 
vcet = variable 
VCG = variable 
VCF = variable 
VCQ = variable 
vex = variable 
vcs = variable 
vcet = VCG (G0 + 
VCQ (Q + 
VCS (S + 
0 







GCG • t • G )  
0 
GCQ • t •Q ) . 
0 
GCS • t • S )  
0 
elevator e 
dollar of grain sales 
dollar of feed sales 
dollar of fertilizer sales 
dollar of other mE!rchandise 
dollar of elevator s ervice 
+ 
+ 
VCF(F + GCF • t •F ) 
0 0 
VCX(X + GCX • t • X ) 




The fourth total cost component is utilization cost savings,  a 
• measure of the reduction in total cost engendered by a more efficient 
plant use .  This savings was determined from the ratio of projected 
annual sales to the elevator ' s  bushel grain storage capacity. The 
dominance of the grain handling activity and the physical nature of 
the elevator plant j ustified the selection of grain storage as the 
most repres entative index of plant capacity. 
Regression coefficients were estimated for both the first and 
27 second power of the ratio of total sales to bushel storage capacity. 
26variable cost coefficients are given in Table IV-3 of Chapter IV. 
2 7Regres sion estimates were borrowed from Terry Yu-Hsien Yu's 
Analysis of Factors Affecting the Optimum Size and Number of Country 
Elevators in Ind
1
iana. Numerical values are given in Table IV-3 in 
Chapter IV. 
21 
Taking the ratio to the second power permitted the fitting of parabolic 
curves to average cost functions and lent curvilinearity to total cost. 
The negative coefficient of the ratio to the first power detoonstrated 
reductions to cost through greater sales volume. The positive 
coefficient of the ratio to the second power portrayed potential dis­





= utilization cost savings 
= linear utilization coefficient 
= quadratic utilization coefficient 
= elevator bushel grain storage capacity 
= -ULC[ (G + GCG•t •G ) + (F + GCF • t •F ) + (Q + GCQ• t•Q0 ) 0 O O O 0 
+ (X + GCX • t • X ) + (S + GCS • t • S )  + (SP + GCQ • t • SP ) ] /C 
0 0 0 o O 0 
+ QUC [ (G + GCG • t •G ) + (F + GCF • t • F ) + (Q + GCQ • t •Q ) 
0 0 O o O 0 
+ (X + GCX • t • X ) + (S + GCS • t • S ) + (SP + GCQ • t • SP ) ] 2 /c
2 
O O O O O 0 
Variable Distribution Cost 
The fifth component was variable distribution cost , a cost that may 
be divided into variable distribution cost for feed and for fertilizer. 28 
The feed variable distribution cost function was composed of labor 
loading and unloading cost, transit labor cost, and variable truck cost. 
It assumed a six-ton capacity feed truck, utilized at sixty percent, 
with costs computed per ton mile and multiplied by sales tonnage to give 
total feed variable distribution cost. 
28
component values and a mathematical treatment of distribution 
cost may be founp i� Appendix B. 
W = loading and unloading labor cost per ton 
eu 
Wt a transit labor cost per ton mile 
V = variable truck cost per ton mile m 
M = 0 . 47 14F1/2
/
n1 1 2 
u q 
22 
= average mileage as determined by the relationship between 
2 9 
the average length of haul and the sales density 
Fu = annual feed sales tonnage 
TCDf 
= total feed variable distribution cost in period t 
= F [W + (Wt + Vm)M] u eu 





/Z eu u t m u f 
= DCF •F  + DCF •F3/2 /D
l
/ Z  




(F + GCF• t•F ) + DCF2 (F + GCF • t• F  )
3 /2 /D
l/Z 
ft u u u u f 
The second variable distribution cost function was for fertilizer. 
This function is composed of two sub-functions, bulk and bag, and there 
was an implicit inclusion of spreading cost. 
The bulk fertilizer distribution function was estimated from the 
discount rate granted to a farmer when he picked up the purchase. A is 
the dollar discount per ton, b is the discount per ton mile, and TCql is 
the cost of transportation per ton mile . After multiplying b by two to 
account for round trip distances, the equation takes the form: 
= A +  2b•M. 
29rerry Yu-Hsien Yu, op. cit. , p. 29. 
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To derive the total bulk distribution cost function , unit 
fertilizer sales were mul t iplied by the proportion of State fertilizer 
sales in bulk to give an equation of the form: 
TDC = cQ (A + 2b •M) ql u 
= total c ost of bulk fertilizer distribution and spreading 
c = proportion of S tate fertilizer sales in bulk 
Q = tonnage of fertilizer sales 
M = 0.4 7 14Q1 f2/n
1 1 2 
u q 
= average length of haul 
Dq = density of county fert ilizer sales� 
Sub stitucing M ,  the bulk e quation assumed the following form: 
TDC_ ,  = cQ, , • A + 0. 94 28co3 / 2 Jn
1 1 2 • 
Y..J. - • ·u . q 
By use of synthet ic e stimation , the bag fertilizer distribution 
equat ion was computed like the previous feed distribution function. 
Assumptions were made as to  vehicle type , vehicle speed , vehicle utiliza­
tion, and hourly wage rates.  Thereupon, values were computed for a per 
ton loading and unloading lab or cost and a per ton mile variable  truck 
cost.  These values  were arranged in an equation of the form: 
= W '  + (W ' + V ' )M eu t m 
= bag f�rtilizer transportation cost function 
W�u = loading and unloading labor cost per ton 
W� = transit labor cost per ton mile 
v •  = variable truck cost per ton mile  
m 
M = miles travelled . 
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To obtain the total bag distribution cos t function, fertilizer 
sales tonnage was multiplied by the proportion of sales in bag, d ,  and 
the resultant product was subsequently multiplied times TC
q
z • · Prior to 
multiplication by the resultant product, the relationship between the 
average length of haul, 0. 47 14Q!/ 2 /n!l 2, was substituted for M to  give 
a bag distribution function of the form: 
TDC
q2
-= d Q  •TC u q2 
-= d Q [ W ' + (W ' + V ' ) M]  u eu t m 
• d Q  •W' + 0. 4714(W' + V')d • Q3 f2 ;n1 1 2 • u eu t m u q 
To determine the total distribution , cost for both components of 
fertilizer sales, the two equations were summed. 
TDC = TDC . + TDC � 
Q q� q� 
a c • Q • A  + 0. 9428c• Q3 / 2 /n
1 1 2 + d • Q  •W + 0. 47 14 (W '  + V') u q u eu t m 
d • Q3 /2 /D
l / 2 + (c •A + d •W ) Q  + 0. 9428c Q + 0. 4714 
u q � u u 
(W' + V')d • Q3 / 2 /D
l / 2 
eu m u q 
A prior knowledge of bulk-bag proportions, per ton loading and 
unloading cost, per ton mile transit labor cost, and per ton mile 
variable truck cost reduces the time projected equation to the form: 
TDC • DCQ
1
{Q + GCQ • t • Q ) + DCQ
2 (Q 
+ GCQ • t • Q  )3 / 2 /n
11 2 • 
Qt u u u u q 
A grain assembly function was not devised because of the relative 
absence of such an activity among South Dakota elevators ; nor was an "other" 
merchandise distribution function constructed. This omission was j ustified 
on the basis of the category's small contribution to total sales and 
because of the heterogeneous collection of the items encompassed by the 
classification. 
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With these assumpt ions the t ime proj ected tota l  variab le 
distribut ion cost func t ion for each elevator in period t takes the form: 
TDCet  = DCFl (F + GCF • t • F ) + DCF (F  + GCF • t • F )
3 12/n112 + 
u u 2 u u f 
DCQ1 (Q + GCQ • t • Q ) + DCQ (Q + GCQ • t
• Q ) 3 / 2/n112 • 
u u 2 u u q 
The Elevator Profit Equation 
Except for a recognit ion of inflation, t he addition of variable 
distribution cost to total cost compl etes the eleva tor profi t  funct ion . 
The exclusion may be remed ied by mult iplying to tal cost by an annual 
inflation factor to give a profit func tion of the form: 
NOPe t  = 
GORet  - TCe t  
= [ GHG (G + GCG • t •G ) + GMF (F  + GCF • t •F ) + GMQ ( Q  + GCQ • t •Q ) 
0 0 o O O 0 




O O O 0 
+ SV ] - IF{ (FC ' + ERC •CNFA) + [ VCG (G + GCG • t •G ) + 
n n o o 
VCF ( F  + GCF • t • F ) + VCQ(Q  + GCQ • t • Q ) + VCX (X  + 
0 0 O O O 
GCX • t •X ) + VCS (S + GCS • t • S  ) ] /IF - ULC [ (G + GCG • t •G )  
0 0 0 0 0 
+ (F + GCF • t • F ) + (Q + GCO • t • O ) + (S  + GCS • t •S ) + o o o ' ·o  o o 
(SP + GCQ • t •SP ) ] /C + QUC{ [ (G + GCG •t •G )  + (F + GCF •t •F )  
0 O O O O 0 
+ (Q
0 








+ GCS • t •S
0
) 
+ (SP + GCQ •t •SP ) ] /c }2 + [ DCF1 (F + GCF • t •F ) + 0 O U U 
DCF (F + GCF • t •F ) 3 1 2 ;nl / Z + DCQ (Q + GCQ •t •Q )  + - 2 u u f 1 u u 
DCQ2 (Q0 + GCQ • t •Q0 )
3 /2
/D�
/ Z ] + (ADC/IF) } . 
Each elevator' s proj ected profi t  is the sum of all annual net 
profits. The consolidated net operating profit  for the ent ire  proj ect ion 
period is the sum of annual net operating profits for a l l  elevators. 
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THE PETROLEUM EQUATION 
Gros s Operating Revenue 
Eight categories combine to  compose gross operating revenue. 
T hey were service s tation petroleum sales, bulk petroleum s ales, tires , 
bat teries, and accessories sales, fertilizer sales, liquid petroleum 
30 
sales, other merchandise s ales ·, service income, and salvage income . 
The gross sales for each of the s ix commodity categories were 
multiplied by a respec tive gross margin to yield the value-added income 
31 
originating from each category ' s  s ale . ·Together with  service income 
each category ' s  s ale was projected over time by t he use of r egression 
estimated annual growth coefficients . These coefficients were drawn 
from S tate and sample t ime s eries data, and they proj ect growth as 
some percentage of a base period ' s  s ale. 
Salvage income is  the income from the sale of a discontinued 
activity ' s  non-t ransferable net fixed as set s. I t  was computed by taking 
thirty percent of book value as the income arising from the sale 
of non-trans ferable net fixed as sets. For the purpos e of the equat ion, 
a l l  salvage income fell in the base period .  
30rtems included in  other merchandise sales are feed, seed, 
hardware, and agric ult ural chemicals . 
31Margins m ay be either realized or specified. 
--- --- --- - - ......... . ---.1.•.-;-=-- . .. - . - ------- -�- --:_-·· .· -·=--·-----. __ -� - .· 
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Summing time projected commodity margins with service and salvage 
income , the petroleum gross operating revenue component takes the form: 
= GMST(ST + GCST • t • ST ) + G}IB (B + GCB •t •B )  + GMTB 
0 
O O 0 
(TB + GCTB • t • TB ) + GMLP (LP + GCLP • t •LP ) + GMPQ 
0 _ 0 o 0 
(PQ . + GCQ • t • PQ ) + GM (� + GC� • t • �0 ) 0 O 0 
G}IBT = gross margin on service station petroleum sales 
GMB = gross margin on bulk petroleum sales 
GMTB = gross margin on tires , batteries, and accessories sales 
GMLP = gross margin on l iquid petroleum sales 
GMPQ = gross margin on petroleum unit fertil izer sales 
.GM� = gross margin on other merchandise sales 
ST_ = base period service station petroleum. sales 
V 
B = base period bulk petroleum sales 
0 
LP = base period l iquid petroleum sales 
0 
�o = base period petroleum other merchandise sales 
PS = base period petroleum service income 
0 
SV = salvage income 
GCST = service station sales growth coefficient 
GCB = bulk petroleum sales growth coefficient 
GCTB = tires , batteries , and accessories sales growth coefficient 
GCLP = liquid petroleum sales growth coefficient 
GCQ = fertilizer sales growth coefficient3 2  
GC(f> = other merchand ise sales growth coeffic ient 3 3 • 
Total Cos t  Equation 
28 
Total cos t was est imated through multiple regres sion. From sample 
data, coefficients were computed for a fixed ass et class and six income 
classes .  All coefficients measured the response  of t otal cos t  to  
changes in any of  the seven independent variables. 
Specifically, the product of net fixed assets and its coefficien t  
were assumed to cons titute fixed cost.  This coefficient d ic tates the 
expected response  of fixed cost to changes in net fixed assets as 
might arise from plant addit ions, asset transfers , and act ivity  d is-
· continuRt i on . To accoun t fo r inflat ion , the asset product was mult ipl ied 
by an in flation . factor concurrent with the projection of net fixed assets  
over time. 
The ·sum of the costs aris ing from income categories constituted 
variable cost, with each coefficient meas uring the cost response t o  
income category changes. As with the net fixed asset  coefficient, 
all values were pos itive and less than one. 
Efforts to improve the coefficien t  of multiple determinat ion 
and produce a curvilinear func tion by generating higher powers for the 
independent variab les were unsuccessful. 34 Inability t o  fit a curvilinear 
32The annual sales growth coefficient for petroleum fertilizer sales 
is identical to the elevator fertilizer s ales growth coefficien t. 
33 
The petroleum unit's other sales growth coefficient  is identical 
to the elevator ' s  qther merchandise sales growth coefficient. 
34 Numerical values are found in Table IV-8 and Appendix D .  
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function suggests an L-shaped average cost curve, and implies that a 
high volume of sales to net fixed assets is the path to greater profit­
ability and lower per unit cost . This higher ratio may be attained by 
expanding business volume or eliminating excess fixed assets. 
The final component of total cost is accelerated depreciation 
cost . It is the expense of writing-off the non-transferable net fixed 
assets associated with a discontinued activity . Accelerated deprecia­
tion cost was computed per annum by subtracting a thirty percent salvage 
value from non-transferable net fixed assets and dividing the remainder 
by the length of the projection period . 
With the combination of time projected components and accelerated 
depreciation cost, the total cost function for petroleum unit p in 
period t takes the form: 
TCpt = VCST (ST + GCST • t • ST) + VCB (B + GCB • t • B) + VCTB(TB + 0 0 O O O 




+ GCLP•t • LP
0
) + VCPQ (PQ
0 
+ GCQ • t • PQ0) 
+ VC�(� + GC� •t • �) + VCPS(PS + GCPS • t • PS ) + IF •VCFA 
0 0 O 0 
(NFA + GCFA •t •NFA ) + ADC + A •IF 
0 0 
VCST a variable cost per dollar of service station petroleum 
VCB = variable cost per dollar of bulk petroleum 
VCTB • variable cost per dollar of tires, batteries, and 
accessories 
VCLP a variable cost per dollar of liquid petroleum 
VCPQ = variable cost per d ollar of petroleum fertilizer 
vc, = variable cost per dollar of other merchandise 
VCPS = variable cost per dollar of petroleum service income 
ADC = accelerated depreciation cost 
A = cost axis intercept 
NFA = petroleum net fixed assets 
IF = annual inflation factor . 
Net Operating Profit 
30 
Profit for unit p in period t is gross operating revenue less 
total cost. The proj ection period ' s  profit for each unit is the sum of 
annual profits, and the projection period ' s  consolidated profit is the 
sum of all annual profits for all participating units . With net operat-
ing profit symbolized by NOP , the final equation for a petroleum 
pt 
unit p in period t takes the form: 
NOP = GOR - TC 
pt pt pt 
= [ GMST ( ST + GCST •t • ST ) + GMB (B + GCB •t • B ) + GMTB (TB + 
0 0 0 0 O 
GCTB •t • TB ) + GMLP(LP + GCLP •t • LP ) + GMPQ ( PQ + 
0 0 0 O 
GCQ •t • PQ ) + GM� ( �  + GC� • t • � ) + (PS + GCPS • t • PS ) 
0 0 0 0 O 
+ SV ] - [ IF •A  + IF •VCFA (NFA + GCFA •t • NFA) + ADC + 
VCST ( ST + GCST • t • ST ) + VCB (B  + GCB • t • B ) + VCTB (TB 
0 0 0 0 o 
+ GCTB • t • TB ) + VCLP (LP + GCLP•t • LP ) + VCPQ (PQ + 
0 0 0 0 
GCQ • t • PQ ) + VC� (�  + GC� •t • � ) + VCPS ( PS + GCPS • t • P S ) ] . 
0 0 0 O 0 
CHAPTER IV 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE UNITS 
AND THE PERFORMANCE OF THE MODEL 
Cha pter IV contains an analysis of  the par ticipa ting units and 
a pre senta tion of the simula ted revenue, cost, and profit responses 
gener ated by alterna tive a ctivity combina tions of  fi�e eleva tors and 
three petroleum units . 
Two sets o f  a ssumptions were made prior to the simula tion. 
First , given the discontinua tion of any se t of  a ctivities by a pa rticipa t­
ing unit, eigh ty-five percent of a ffected base period sales were 
arbitra rily divided a ccording to tra de territories . Feed and fer tilizer 
sales tonna ges were a pportioned in the sa me fra ction a s  dollar sales, 
and all inseparab le a ctivities were distributed in the sa me proportion. 
The interrela t ionship between grain and service income for the eleva tor 
and between pump ga soline and tires, ba tteries, and a ccessories sales for 
the petroleum operation were designa ted indivisible as to contribution 
to total cos t  or revenue. 
The second set of assumptions wa s concerned with net fixed 
assets. With one exception, given the suspension of a set o f  a ctivities , 
transferable net fixed assets were distributed a ccording to associa ted 
sales a ctivities . The exception wa s for general transfera ble net fixed 
as set s .  For elevators these assets were divided a ccording to grain sales 
and for petroleum units a ccording to pump ga soline sales. Non-transfera ble 
net fixed assets were deprecia ted by  the stra ight-line method over six 
3 1  
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years at s ixty-five percent of present book value. The residual thirty­
five percent constituted salvage income and fell in the base period. 
Elevator net fixed assets were totaled, classed as transferable 
or non-transferable , and assigned to the grain and service, feed, 
fertilizer, or general categories. 35 Elevators one, three, and five had 
total net fixed assets of less  than $75,000 and were included in category 
one; elevator two had between $75,000 and $150,000 of net fixed ass ets 
and was included in category two ; and elevator four had net fixed 
assets between $150,000 and $250, 000 and was included in category three. 36 
Each elevator assumed its category's fixed cost and coefficient of fixed 
cost response. 37 
Income was classed by elevator into the catego ries of grain , 
feed, fertilizer, other merchandise, service, or spreading revenue. 38 
Each category's value formed the basis on which to compute component 
values for alternative activity combinations. Together with the division 
ratios for affected sales found in Table IV-4, these values served as 
independent variables in the calculation of total and gross operating 
revenue, cost and cost savings , and net operating profit. 
Distribution cost necessitated the determination of base feed 
and fertilizer sales tonna�es that are found in Table IV-2. Affected 
35see Table IV-1 for elevator net fixed asset distributions. 
36A discussion of fixed cost and fixed cost response coefficients 
is found under the fixed cost subheading in Chapter III . 
3 7see Table IV-3  for fi d fi d xe cost gures an response coefficients. 
38see Tab.le IV-2 for realized elevator base period sales. 
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tonnages were divided the s ame as dollar sales. To complete the 
distribution component, a s quare mile s ales density of 9. 4 tons of feed 
and 1 . 2  tons of fertilizer were calculated for all elevators. 3 9  
Util izing  s tandard el evator model inputs given i n  Table IV-3, 
twenty elevator combinations were simul ated. The model estimated revenue , 
cost, and profit respons es generated by activity and as set transfers, 
accelerated deprecia tion, and site discontinuance. 40 
Of  the elevator simulations used, combinat ion fifteen which 
simulated the discontinuance of unit s one , three, and five ; and combina­
tion six where unit three operates strictly as a grain unit, were the 
two leas t-cost combinations . Di scontinuat ion of eleva tors one and five, 
simulated in combination sixteen � r1.nd d i � �on r i_nuat icm . of  eleva tors three 
and five, combination seventeen, were the two most profitable. 
The petroleum net f ixed as sets were totaled, classed as trans­
ferable or non-trans ferable, and were assigned to the comb ination service 
station, "service ", tires , batteries, and accessories category, the "other" 
merchandise category , or the general category. 4 1  Base period sales were 
classed as service s tation petroleum , bulk petroleum, tires, batteries, 
and accessories, liquid petroleum , fertiliz er, and other merchandise. 4 2  
None o f  the petro leum . unit s handled fertilizer or other merchandise, 
and only un i t s two and three handled liquid petroleum. 
3 9A mathematical treatment of distribution is given in Appendix B. 
4 0combinations and simulation results are pres nted in Table IV-5. 
4 1see Table IV-6 for petroleum net fixed assets. 
4 2  7 f . See Table IV- or petroleum base year realized values. 
3 4  
Independent values for alternative comb inat ions were computed 
through adj us t ments in sales , net f ixed a s set s , and the number of operat ­
ing units . One hundred percent of as set s  and e ighty-five percent of 
affected sales ori ginating from either units one or two were as s i gned 
in total to unit three. Unit three's affected sales were as s igned at 
seventeen and s ixty-eight percent of realiz ed base  to unit s one and two 
respect ively, and it s affected as sets were ass igned at twenty and e ighty 
percent of base to  unit s one and two respect ively . 
Of the f ifteen petroleum  combinations , number eleven, with units 
one and two discontinuing bulk, and number f ifteen ; · with uni t  one operated 
strictly as bulk , were the two least -cost comb inations. 4 3  Comb inations 
two , with act iv it ies unchanged � and n i. n e  � w i th l i  q 1 1 i ii !1 P t rn 1  p1 1 m  s al e s  
centralized a t  unit three, were the two most profitable . 4 4 
4 3 see Table IV-9 for petroleum comb inations and s imulat ion result s. 
44The preference for particular elevator and petroleum comb inations 
is especially af fect ed by two factors : an eighty-f ive p ercent bus iness 
retent ion ratio and a s ix-year depreciat ion s chedule at s ixty-f ive percent 
of present book value . Any change in the quantity of retained bus iness , 
the proport ion of salva ge income, or the duration of the projection may 
signif i.cant ly  alter t he order of combinat ion preference .  I t  is  therefore 
advised that sli ghtly d ifferent iated comb inations be evaluated over a 
greater period of time , in l i. ght of compet it ion, and with a close s crutiny 
of net f ixed assets and the ir potential resale . 
Table  IV-1 
Net Fixed As set Distr ibution 
Elevator I I I  I I I IV V 
Asset class  NTa Tb NT T NT T NT T NT T 
Component 
Elevator and 
service 24 , 211 2 , 2 83 64 , 101 1 , 644  34 , 000  3 , 4 80 94 , 849  2 , 030 19 ,335 631 
Feed 0 32 0 589 0 0 9 , 113 7 6  0 0 
Fertil izer 0 424  0 5 , 808 800  1 , 000 29 ,392  11 , 69 2  0 0 
Other 0 0 1 , 14 8  735 2 , 000 0 0 4 , 543 0 0 
General 124 1 , 458 21 , 625 4 , 69 9  0 0 �86 6 15, 678  0 0 
Total 24 , 335 4 , 197 86 , 874 13 , 475 36 , 800  4, 4 80 158 , 220  34 , 019 1 9 ,335 631 
, ,.  
aNT here denotes non-trans ferab le net f ixed assets , and T denotes trans ferable net f ixed 
assets. 
bThe general component includes assets of an interactivity nature s uch as pop machines , 





Elevat or Components ' Base Year Values  
Components Eleva tor 
I I I  III IV V 
Grain sales 118, 3 20 5 9 2, 6 54 75, 268 1 , 0 53, 1 0 7  343, 443 
Feed sales 9 , 679  5 2, 257 56, 5 86 7 4, 587  0 
Ferti l izer sales 21, 063 5 7, 297  57, 268 173, 0 63 0 
Other sales 1, 707 111, 191  32, 05 5  78, 1 53 0 
Service revenue 13, 200 7, 989  1 1. , 712  30,16 7 11 , 042  
Spreading revenue 1 , 69 5  3, 6 25 1, 281 12, 000 0 
Feed tonnage 13 2 4 88 5 17 638 0 
Fertilizer tonnage 243 6 53 666  2, 182  0 
Gross margin on grain 0 . 060 0 . 0 50 0 . 070  0 . 0 40 0 . 050  
Gros s marpin on feed 0 . 14 0  0 . 090  0 . 080 0 . 140 0 . 000 
Gross  margin on fertil izer 0 . 14 0  0 . 1 60  0 . 150 0 . 14 0  0 . 000 
Gro8 t> ma r � in on o Lher  � a les I'\ " .,  f"\ 0 . 2 20  A -, / .  A " , ") f'\  " () ("\ () V • L J. I J lJ • .1. "t V  V • .J. .{.. V  v . v v v  
Bushel storage capacity 125, 000 136, 000 6 8 , 000  330 , 000 144 , 000  
Feed sales dens ity 9 . 400  9 . 400  9 . 4 00  9 . 400  9 . 400 
Fert ilizer sales density 1 . 200  1 . 200 1. 200 1 . 200  1 . 200 
Table IV-3 
Elevator Model Standard Input Va lues 
Com11onent 
Recommended grain margin 
Recommended feed margin 
Recommended ferti lizer margin 
Recommended other merc hand ise sales margin 
Variable cost grain 
Variable cost  feed 
Variab le cost fertilizer  
Variab le co st  other merchandise sales 
Variable cost service 
Linear uti lization coefficient 
Quad rati c  utili zation coefficient 
Feed distribution coeff ic ient one 
Feed distribution coef ficient two 
Fert ilizer dis t ribution c oefficient one 
Fert ilizer d i s tribution - - - .c J'! ..! - � - · - ,._ \..: U t l.  l. .L l..,;. .l. t:! U L  
Expected fixed cost  for  category I 
Expected fixed· cost for category I I  
Expected f ixed cost for category I I I  
. Expected f ixed cost  for cate gory I V  
Category I f ixed cost c hange rate 
Category I r " fixed cost change rate 
Category I I I  f ixed cost chan�e rate 
Category IV f ixed cost change rate 
Salvage income proport ion 
Grain sales growth  coef ficient 
Feed sales · g rowth coefficient 
Fertili zer sales growth c oef f icient 
two 
Other merchandise sales g rowth coe f ficient 
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Un it  
I -
I o . oo 
I I  0. 20 
III  0. 60 
IV 0. 10 
V 0. 00 
Table IV-4 
D ivis io� Proportions for Affected Elevator Activities 
Grain and Service Feed , Fertilizer, and Other Merchandise 
II  I I I IV V I I I  I I I  IV - - - - - - - -
0 . 20 0 . 60 0 . 20 0 . 00 - 0 . 00 0 . 50 0 . 5 0 0 . 0 0  
- 0 . 30 0. 30 0 . 00 0 . 00 - 0 . 10 0 . 9 0  0 . 0 0  
0 . 20 - - 0 . 00 0 . 80 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 20 0 . 0 0  
0 . 40  0 . 10 0 . 10 1. 00  0 . 20 0. 70 0 . 10 - 0 . 00  
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-:d: Simulated Elevator Combination Results 
i!.l 
Simulated Activity Total Gross Total Net 
Combination Description Revenue Operating Cost Operating 
Revenue Profit 
1 All units operate at base 
year margins. 19 , 650 , 365  1 , 999 , 507 1 , 779 , 478 2 20 , 029  
2 All units operate at 
specified mar�ins. 19 ,650 , 36 5  2 , 339 , 0 59 1 ,77 9 , 478  5 59 , 581 
3 Operation is discontinued 
at elevators one and 
three. 19 , 335 , 215 2 , 302 , 983 1 ,722 , 189 580 , 7 9 5  
4 Operation is discontinued 
at elevator one. 19 , 505 , 060 2 , 3 29 , 384 1 , 7 50 , 332  579 , 0 50 
5 Operation is discontinued 
at elevator three. 19 , 336 , 1 57 2 , 300 , 144 1 , 735 , 4 56 564 , 688 
6 Elevator three retains 
only its grain and 
service activity. 19 , 3 70 , 58 5  2 , 189 , 902 ' 1 ,681 , 902 508 ,000 
7 Elevator three discontinues 
its feed operation. 19 , 590 , 9 21 2 , 330 , 14 1  1 , 769 , 322  560 , 820 
8 Elevator three discontinues 
its fertilizer act ivity. 19 , 583 , 766 2 , 324 , 1 1 5  1 , 764 , 593  577 , 522  
9 Elevator three discontinues 
its other activity . 19 , 618 , 836 2 , 333 , 273 1 , 774 , 788  5 58 , 485  
10 Eleva tor three discontinues 
its feed and fertilizer 
activities . 19 , 524 , 332  2 , 3 1 5 , 198  1 ,764 , 389 5 50 , 809  
11  Elevator one retains only 
its grain and service 













Table IV-5 (continued) 
Activity Total 
Description Revenue 
Elevator one discontinues 
it� feeq activity , l.9 , 640 , lSO 
�l�v�tAf pne d i��on�fnµe� 
l�� f�r�ilii�r ffttivitY : lQ 1 ��� , A �� 
�l�v��or f ive 4is�pn�in"�� 
An�ra� fPn � +a , � i 1 , Q�� 
�l�va�Pf� pq� , �hr�� l ARR 
ftve discop;;nue 
operat ion. 18, 940, 417 
Elevators one and five 
discont inue operation. 19, 209, 136 
Elevators three and five 
discontinue operation. 19,002,882 
Elevator two discontinues 
its feed act ivity. 19, 595, 446 
Elevator two discont inues 
its fertilizer activity. 19, 543, 377 
Elevator two discontinues 
its feed and fertilizer 





� , 3l3 , 3 l9 
1 , 3 l5 , �0a 
2 , 2 17,619 
2 , 3 18,810 
2 , 276, 303 
2 , 330,821 
2 , 3 17,492 




l , 778 1 264 
l , 739 , 6 lQ 
1,637, 947 








514 , 383 
5 55 i 0 55 
5 Ul , 290  
579,672 
609, 483 
583, 4 10 
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Table IV-6 
Petroleum Net Fixed Ass et Di stribution 
Firm I II III 
Asset Clas s NT T NT T NT T 
Activity 
Service  station , 
service, an d 
TBA 1, 122 2 , 5 11  16 , 19 �  3, 466 4 9 , 7 10 6 , 040 
Bulk stat ion 0 0 1 , 9 80 3, 084  83 1 6 , 45 2  
Liquid petroleum 0 0 0 243a 0 0 
Fertilizer 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 
General 16, 566  0 0 0 1, 013 181  
Total 1 8, 24 9  2, 5 11 18, 173 6, 7 93 5 1 , 5 5 4  12 , 6 73 
al n  comb ination 9 these  as s ets were cons idered n on-trans ferable 
and were written of f a ccording to  the a c celerated depreciation formula. 
Table IV- 7 
Petroleum Components' Base Year Values 
Components 
Service station sales 
Bulk station sales 
Tires , batteries,  and a cc essories sales 
Liquid petroleum sales 
Fertilizer sales 
Other merchandise sales 
Service income 
Net fixed assets 
Realized margin service station sales 
Realized margin bulk station sales 
Realized margin TBA sales 
Realized margin liquid petroleum sales 
Realized margin fertiliz er sales 
Realized margin oth er merchandise sales 
I 
7, 520 
55, 5 73 






0. 2 1 9  
0 . 2 7 1  
0. 14�  
0. 000 
0. 000 
0 . 000  
II  
35, 87 5 
140, 404 
31, 19 8 
1, 286  
0 
0 
3 , 856  
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III 
4 0 , 190  
201, 623 
7 8 , 890 




6 2, 6 81 
0. 296 
0. 2 69 
0. 105 
0. 0 70 
0. 000 
0. 000 
Gross margin on 
Gross margin on 
Gross margin on 
Gross margin on 
Table IV-8 
Petroleum Model Standard Input Values 
Component 
service station sales 
bulk station sales 
tires , batteries, and acce s sories 
liquid petroleum 
Gross margin on fe rtilizer 
Gross margin on other merchandise sales  
Service station sales growth coef ficient 
Bulk station sales growth coef f icient 
Tires ,  batterie s ,  and ac cessories growth coef ficient 
Liquid petroleum g rowth coef ficient 
Fertilizer growth coeff icient 
Other merchandise sales g rowth coef ficient 
Service revenue growth coef ficient 
Net fixed assets growth coefficient 
Cost per dol la r of net f ixed as set s  
Variab le cost service station s ales 
Variable cost bulk station sales 
Variable cost TBA sales 
Variable cost liquid petroleum sales 
Variable cost fertilizer s ales 
Variable cost other merchandise sales 
Variable cos t  service revenue 
Intercept 
Value 
0 . 20 0  
0 . 150 
0. 200 
0 . 4 50 
0. 170  
0 . 200  
0 . 0 2 2  
-0 . 00 2  
0 . 0 52 
0. 041 
0. 083 
0. 046  
0. 0 2 2  
0. 000 
() I, 1 f'\ 
V • -W J.. V  




0 . 157  
0. 146 
0. 949  
-5148. 890  
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Table IV-9 
Simulated Petroleum Comb :i.nation Results 
Simulated Activity Total Gros s Total Net 
Combination Description Revenue Operating Cost Operating 
Revenue Profit 
1 All units operate at base 
year realized margins . a 4, 10 7, 042 1, 005, 802 4 9 6, 211 5 09 , 59 1  
2 All units operate at 
specified margins . 4, 10 7, 042 815,349 49 6, 2 11 318, 4 54 
3 Unit one is discontinued. 4, 013, 172 79 7, 822 5 17, 0 71 280 , 5 7 1  
4 Unit two is d iscontinued. 3, 918, 564  785, 4 5 8  510 , 98 6  2 74, 4 72 
5 Units one and two are 
discontinued . 3, 823, 016 7 6 7, 879  531, 228 236, 6 51  
6 Unit one discontinues 
its service station. 4, 057, 140 799 , 4 89  485, 936 3 13, 5 53 
7 Unit one discontinues 
its bulk station 4, 058, 89 8 80 7, 884 490 ,851  317, 033 
8 Unit two discontinues 
its bulk station. 3, 983, 6 23 79 7, 182  482, 175 3 15, 007 
9 Unit two discontinues 
LP. 4, 106 , 9 57 814, 581 496 , 109  3 18 , 4 71 
10 Unit two discontinues 
bulk and LP. 3, 982, 346  796, 607 481, 647  3 14, 9 60 
11 Units one and two 
discontinue bulk. 3, 941, 08 7  7 92 , 9 7 1  480,39 6 312, 574  
12 Unit two operates 
strictly as a bulk 
station. 4, 043, 604 803, 6 24 494, 741 308 , 883 
� 
� 
Table IV-9 (cont inued) 
Simulated Petroleum Combinat ion Results 
Simulated Activity Total Gross Total Net 
Comb ination Des cription Revenue Operating Cost Op erat ing 
Revenue Prof it 
13 Units one and two 
operate as bulk 
stations. 3 , 9 9 2 , 649 7 91 , 2 36  4 87 , 843  303 , 753 
14 Unit one discontinues 
service station 
petroleum. 4 , 09 7, 4 7 8  809 , 876  4 9 3 , 185  316 , 6 90 
15 Unit one operates 
as a bulk station . 3 ,  7 7 9  , 4 30 751 , 109  4 6 6 , 78 4  284 , 32 4  
ain comb ination one firms operate at h igher than spec i f ied margins. Th erefore, for the s ake 
of inter-combinat ion comparison , only comb inations two through f i fteen are us ed. Combination two is 
the same dollar income as comb ination one, but at a lower margin. For th e purpos e  of the study, 







SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was twofold .  One, it set about to 
determine the merits and justification for consolidation, and two, it 
endeavored to construct a feasibility model for farm supply firm mergers . 
The model was to be sufficiently flexible to be employed throughout the 
State, in different periods, by different firms. Using accounting data, 
the model was to simulate revenue, cost, and profit responses to alter­
native activity combinations. 
Chapter II was an examination of the merits and j ustification of 
merger . It was concluded for the purpose of growth and expansion that 
consolidation provided a feasible alternative if carefully constructed 
and wisely pursued. 
Two time-simulated profit equations for determining feasible 
activity combinations were built in Chapter III. Crucial variables were 
designated and component interrelationships were specified. 
A case application of the feasibility models was conducted in 
Chapter IV with five elevators and three petroleum operations . Applying 
accounting data to standard model inputs, twenty elevator and fifteen 
petroleum combinations were simulated over a period of six years . On the 
criteria of least-cost and most-profit, four petroleum and four elevator 




T he two principal accomplishments were: a determination of the 
j ustification for merger, and the provision for a mathematical tool to 
be used to assist merging farm supply firms. 
In addition to the two principal accomplishments, sales growth 
coefficients and many properties of the feed and fertilizer industry 
were quantified. Data was gathered on the relationship between cost, 
sales, and net fixed as sets, and coefficients of cost response were 
calculated for net fixed asset trans fers. 
Research results indicated that for· elevators economies of volume 
resulted from a greater sales to net fixed as sets ratio and from economies 
of distribution -- higher sales densities and greater vehicle utilization. 
For petroleum operations, it was concluded from regression estimation that 
· firms were characterized by L-shaped average cost curves. 
IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
This study can prove useful to merging and non-merging firms alike. 
For consolidating firms the feasibility model could supplement professional 
guidance, reduce time , and increase accuracy in structuring activities. 
Growth coefficients may be used in evaluating trend lines, and data is 
made available for determining margins, comparing unit and total costs, 
and estimating profits. 
However , limitations exist. Solutions are based upon a set of 
assumptions which may evaporate in a dynamic environment. The introduction 
or absence of competition , climate , and consumer tastes are volatile 
variables that could easily alter preferab le combinations . 
4 8  
Secon d ,  there are limitations in the natu re of the model. Coeffi ­
cients are average , not optimum , values gleaned from cross-sect ional data. 
Survey errors , inadeq uate statis t ical techniques, and differences between 
sampled firms all con tribute to potentia l  coeffic ient discrepancies. 
Additionally , variab le omi ssion and the improper s pecification of relat ion­
ships diminish the power o f  model solutions. Pot ential examples are the 
exclusion of levels of management and the absence of consumer preference 
interdependencies . 
A third limitation i s  non-economic. Especially with cooperat ives, 
fac tors such as conve n ienc e , e thnic t ies , and co111rnun i t y  µ t· iue  may super-
cede the cr i teria of cos t  and profit. Rooted in t radition, many firms 
operate primarily as service organizations rather than profit operations. 
The model has value if its  l imitations are recognized and if i t  
is used i n  conjunction with profes sional guidance. Though its solutions 
are no absolute determ inant , the model does provide the beginnings of a 
mathematical cri teria to assis t in selecting activity combinations. 
NEEDS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The model is in the rudimentary s tage of development, and 
potentials for i ts expansion and refinement are unlimited. Many variables 
could be ad ded ,  mathematical relat ionsh ips could b e  lagged , and predictory 
accuracy could be enhanced .  However ,  three areas of immediate need are . 
apparent. The firs t need is for the introduct ion of  levels of management. 
What are the e f fects of centralized management upon pos t-mer ger operation? 
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The second need i s  for a quantificat ion of relationships between 
complementary products. What are the effects from discontinuing an 
act ivity upon the e f f iciences and consumption of sister products ? The 
third need is for a growth simulation model. What are th e eff ects of 
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ITEMIZED REVENUE AND COST CO'MPONENTS 
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APPEND IX A 
Table A-1 
Itemized Elevato r Sal es and Cost Components 



















Service  Income 
Stora ge 
Ha!).dling 
Cleaning ,  treatin g , and bagging 
Grinding , mixing , and rolling 
Drying and weighing 
Spraying 
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Table A-1 (continued ) 








Advert is in� 




Rent and leas es 
Licens e and fees 
Off ice  supplies and postar,e 
Bank charges 
Pest control 
Employee educa tion 
Inspection and prot ein 
Dwell ing 
Misce l laneous 
5 7  
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Table A-1 (continued ) 
=============================---=--=--:._-_-_:-__ -_---==========-�------------
Item i zed Eleva tor Sales and Cost Components 
Variable Dis t ribution Cost 
Feed vari ab l e  distribut i on cos t  
Fertilizer va riable d is tribut ion and spread ing cost 
APPENDIX A 
Tab le A- 2 
I temi zed  Pe tro l eum Revenue Comnonents  
Serv i c e  S tat ion Pe t rol eum 
Regul ar gasol ine 
E thyl gasol ine 
Oil 
Greas e 
Bulk S t a t ion Pe t ro l e um 




Drums and mis cel laneous  
Greas e  
Tires , Bat ter ie s , and Ac ces sories  
Liquid Petro l eum 
Fert ili ?. er 
Other Merchand ise 
Feed 
Seed 
Agric u l t ural  ch emicals  
Hardwa re 
Serv i c e  Income 
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APPENDIX B 
VARIABLE D ISTRIBUTION EQUATION . 




O il and grease 
Repairs and 
parts 





Table B-1  
Variab l e  Cost Collll)onents for a S ix-Ton 
Capacity Feed Truck 
Assumptions or 







(Dollars )  
6 . 0  mil es per 
gallon at 2 6 <;:  
a gallon 1, 040 0. 0433 
so 0. 0020 
4 0 0  0 . 0 167 
4 00 0 . 0 167 
120  o . ooso ---
2, 010 0 . 0 83 7 
aThes e fi gures were com11iled from interview values and were 
cross-referenced against regional values. 




LoA d ing  and UnloadinR Feed Time Functions 
6 2  
======================-=============--=-=======-=-============================= 
Hl 
= 0 . 1 33  + 0 . 1 6 7 F  
H = 0 . 0 70 + 0 .  l l SF u 
Hl 
= loading time in hours 
H = un loading t ime in hours 
F = tonna ge of fe ed delivered 
Source : Chris tens en , R. L. and C. R. Burb ee , Bu lk De livery of Feed in 
New Engl and , Resource Economics Mimeo 164, University of  New Hampshire, 
July, 1964. 
APPENDIX B 
Table B-3  




Cattle and calves 
Beef cows 
Milk C O'W S 
Hogs 
Hei fers and calves 
Steers and bulls 
Sows 
Slaughter 







Hor ses and ponies 
Complete Feed 
0 . 0 250  




0. 009 5 
0. 6000  
Concent rate Fee d  
0. 0 50 0  
0. 2 6 2 5 
0. 0 7 5 0  
0. 08 50  
0. 1 50 0  
0. 0420 · 
aBased on Terry Yu-Hs ien Yu ' s  adaptation f rom W. S.  Farris and 
J. II. Armst ron g ,  Determining  a Market Area Feed and Grain Potential, 
Mimeo EC -2 70 , Purdue Un iversity Cooperative Extension Service , May, 
1 9 6 3, p .  7. 
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APPENDIX B 
A Ma thematical Treatment 
of Feed Distribution Functions 
The variable feed distribution function assumed a s ix-ton capacity 
feed truck operated at s ixty percent of capac ity and dr iven at  an average 
of thirty -five miles per hour . Us ing a two dollar wage and express ing 
time in transit as a function of trips and m iles travelled ,  a 5. 71 cents 
per mile transit labor cost was generated. From the t ime functions g iven 
in Table B-2,  loading and unloading cost translated to $2. 44  per load , and 
from Table B-4 variable truck costs were estimated� to be 8. 3 7  cents per 
mile . Trans it labor cost and variable truck cost were summed , multiplied 
0. 4 714F 1 1 2 ;nrf 2. All values were d ivided by the expected load , s ixty 
percent of capacity or 3. 6 tons , and multipl ied by total sales tonnage 
to give total feed variable distribution cost.
a 
= F [ 2 . 4 4 + 2 (0. 0 5 7 1  + 0. 083 7 )M] 
u 3. 6 
= F [ 0. 6 76 6  + 0. 0 782 ( 0. 4 7 14F1 / 2 /nl /2) ]  
u u f 
= 0. 6766 Fu + 0 . 03 69F
3 1 2 ;o1 1 2 
u f 
8 Feed distr ibution fixed - cost was not computed because of the 
difficult ie s  in separat ing suci1 costs from total elevator fixed cos t. 
Therefore, expected e levator fixed cost includes feed distribution 
fixed cost. 
APPENDIX B 
Tab le B-4 
Variable Cost Components 





Tires and tubes 
Oil and f ilter 
Repairs and oth er 
b Total 
aRas ed u pon 3 , 000 miles  of  annual us e. 
Estimated Costa 
0. 0260 
0. 0 1 50 
0. 0030 
0. 0160  
0. 054 6 
bBas ed upon prevailing South Dakota pr ices and based on 
quotations given in Terry Yu-Hsien Yu, ibid. ,  p. 69. 
APPENDIX B 
A Mathematical Treatment of Fertilizer 
Variable Dis tribution Cost 
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The fertilize r  dis tribution function was divided into bulk and 
bag distribution equations. 
Bulk fertilizer d istribution cost was computed from a two dollar 
a ton and a round trip adj usted four c ents per ton mil e  d iscount . a 
Multiplying tonnage s ales by the proportion o f  State sales in bulk, 
0. 808, b and substituting 0. 4 7 14Qt/ 2 ;n� l 2, the equation reduces to : 
TDCbQ = 0. 80 8Ou [ 2 . 00 + 0 . 04 ( 0 . 4 7 14Q
1 l 2 1nl1 2 ) J  
u q 
= l. 6 16Q + 0. 0152o 3 / 2 /D
1 / 2 • 
u u q 
The app�rent high cos t per ten ::.. s  a t tributab l e  to t11 e implic it  �i.,1-.,lu��un 
of spreadin g cos t . 
The bag distribution equation assumed a two dollar an hou r wage 
rate, twenty minutes for loading and unloading , c and th e use o f  a one 
ton truck d riven at an average o f  thir ty- five miles per hour and 
operated at seventy-five percent of capacity -- 2. 25 tons. cl Given these 
assumptions , loading and unloading cos ts of  s ixty-six cents per ton, 
aBag dis t ribution f ixed cos t was not comuuted b ecaus e o f  th e 
difficu lty in seoarating such a cost from elevator fixed cost . There­
fore , elevator fixed cost is assumed to include bag distribution fixed 
cost . 
b South Dakota Department of Agriculture , Fertilizer Figures, 
19 70 . 
C Terry Yu-Hsien Yu, lee . cit. , p .  102 . 
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transit labor costs of 5. 71  cents per mile , and var iable truck costs of 
5. 46 cents per m i le were calculated . Variable truck and transit labor 
costs were summmed, multiplied by two to account for round trip distances , 
and together with loading and unloading cos ts J were divided by 2 . 2 5  tons 
to give the per ton mile cost. tfutliplying � ( 0. 4 7 14o!12 ;o� l 2 ) ,  expected 
sales tonnage in ba� ( 0. 1 9 2Q ) ,  and cost per ton mile , t he bag distribu-
u 
tion equat ion reduces to : 
TDC
gQ 
= 0 . 192Qu [ 0 . 66 / 2 . 25 
+ 2 ( 0. 111 7 ) (0. 4 7 14 ) Qt / 2 / 2. 25D! /
2
J 
= 0 . 0 5760 + 0. 0091Qu
3 l 2 ;n1 1 2
• ·u q 
To derive tot al fertil izer variable distribut ion and spreadin g 
cost, the two equat ions are summed to give a funct ion of the final 
form : 
TDCQ = 1. 674Q + 0. 02 4 3
Q3 / 2 /n
1 / 2 • 
u u q 
APPENDIX C 
PETROLEUM COST EQUATION 
REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
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APPENDI X  C 
Table C-1 
Regression Estimat ion 
of the Petroleum Cost Equation 
R2 = 0. 958 
R = 0. 9 79 
F = 73. 05 
TC = -54 18. 89063  + 0. 409 5 6NFA + 
(5 . 2 30)  
+ 0 . 4 1 798LP + 0 . 1569 7PO + 
( 2. 6 74 )  (2. 4 2 8 )  
S t e  wise Vari ab le Rank 
TC = Tot a l  cos t for pet rol eum 
p 
1. NFA = Net fixed assets 
2. LP = Liquid petroleum 
3. B = Bulk petroleum 
4. PQ = Fert ilizerb 
0. 02693 ST 
(0 . 76 8 )  
0 . 14 55 9 cp '  
( 1 . 83 3 )  
5. ¢ '  = Other merchand ise 
+ 0. 1 22 70B 
(4 . 2 87 ) 
+ 0 .  9 48 r2 P Sa 
( 1. 69 9 )  
6 .  TBA = Tires, batteri es , and acces sories 
7. PS  = Petroleum service 
8 .  ST  = Service s tation petroleum 
8Parentheses values are T rat ios .  
+ 
bpQ is the last sign i ficant stepwi se variable. 
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0. 11078TBA 
( 1. 379 ) 
APPENDIX D 
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CO LLEGE O F  J G R ICULTURE A. 1 D BIU LOGICAL SCI ENCES 
�Ol1TH DAKOTA ST.\TE 1.!. Tcf.nSITY 
____________ _____ .... , ___________ �·--------- ------------
t.CO N Cl M H  l, l)t.P A " T M cs,· 
Oc tob er 8 ,  19 70 
Dea r  Sir :  
The Economics Dcpartne n t  of  S ou th Dakota S tate  Un lver 3 i ty i s  
-pre s ently conciuc t in� a r�aj o r  F tuc.y f o r  �leva to-:-pe t;:rr.,l zu= U. r..1s 
oper ating with in t�� S t ate . The pur po s e  of  th is study , i s  to  d eve lop 
a coaputeri zed nodel �hich � il l  help  f ir�5 co�s ider in g �e� ge rs to do 
so in the �os t  e f f ec t ive fashion . 
To �e t the nec ess a ry da ta  for  working up th e �odeJ. , the Economics 
De?ar t!;le!tt is  sarmling petrole.un f irr..s and dc�.?.r. tnr.:..n t s  l.:h.:-ougl":our. \:he 
State . we wou �ci a? n!c ia � ·-;: y(n., L 1::0 : ,,::.ilc i:. i:1 �  r t-,c �� tacn2 · '  t: ,.;;:s t :. �, i:::�d t.:­
a:1d f o� . .:ard in ;? to  \.'..5 your 19 69  z:1tm2.l rP-�or-t to  stoc'.:Lo 1. <� e-rs , wi\ic:1 
inc ludes  a sui:rmary of your ope ra t ing £ t :i t err..en.!:  n.nd balan(� �  sheet: . All 
r.a ter ial  will be co-:1fiden: ial , and th� very r.:. ture of: t i .:?  ,�c.�l �il! 
f o i l  any at tempt to  iden tify  any par ti=ular £ i x� .  
Thi s  s t u d y  is d e s igned  to  b end i. t  you , ac�d th� report  ·.in .. l l, e  
availab l e  to a l l  in terested f ir::-s c-pon reque s t . Becaus e •.,:,e. w ist:. to 
make c·1 1 1 s  u:od el us e fu l  to you as scon a!; pos s ibl e ,  ycnr riro�jJ t  coope�·a-
tion �0u ld be appreciat�d . 
Our � incerest thanks . 
Leonard Eenning 
Ex t ens ion Econo�ist  
Respectf�lly you r� , 
Donald S ci·:-,,..artz Arthur Sogn 
Gradu9t�  R�s ��rch As sis tant  Gra in Mar�eting  
Spec ialis!: 
QUESTI0!��'1AIRE 
1 .  Name and loc� t ion o f  the f irm 
2 .  Manap,er 
3 . Numb er and location of bran ches 
4 .  Have you acau irc d  any new branche s or 
joined w i th any exist ing firm s ince 19 60? 
If so , when? 
5. Do you provide  any delivery service other 
than bulk and LP gas ? 
Yes 
� Yes 
6 .  Please stat e the g ros s  dol lar sales volume for th e following : 
1 .  Service s tat ion 
2 .  Bulk 
B .  Tire s , batteries , and acces sories  
C .  LP gas 
D .  Fe r t i l i zer  
E.  S ervice  income (If s ervice income is  
included in TBA , pl eas e not e . ) 
F .  Other (Pleas e s peci fy. ) 
88 
No 
No 
